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The Magic Circle and Apathy    Issue date: 30 June 2008 
 

An interesting title – so how did it come about? 
It was based upon a “Prayer for the Day” transmitted on BBC Radio 4 given by Mike Ford. 
And I thought a ‘right of reply’ should be exercised to explain what Yahweh really desires to be taught to The World rather 
than the various common misrepresentations as given by worldly Christian leaders who mislead their congregations because 
they are blind to Yahweh’s Plan as the reader will soon discover by reading this piece. 

Why and how? 
Because what will be seen in this reply is in utter variance to what is heard/read/seen elsewhere! 
But what is written as my reply will be based purely on The Bible and I am most desirous for those leaders who might 
disagree with me to themselves quote The Bible to justify their errant understanding in their response – having been made 
easy because I have placed a link on my website for them to do just that!   
Let us now read the transcript together: 
 
Tuesday, 24 June 2008 
Mike Ford 
My brother's just gained access to one of the world's most exclusive societies where, they say, ten thousand secrets are lodged. He's been performing since 
he was a child and never thought he'd make the grade. But now, after a gruelling audition process, he's been admitted to the Magic Circle. There are only 
1500 members in the world. As you walk past the firmly sealed doors of the society's headquarters near Euston station, you can't help wondering what goes 
on inside. But now my brother knows. Not that he'd dare betray any magic codes, of course. 
I get the impression that many people who struggle today with issues of faith and belief look at religion or the church in much the same way as an audience 
observes the art of the magician... as outsiders, viewing what they see with a mixture of admiration and suspicion. And yet to live a spiritual life doesn't 
depend on any sleight of hand or slick performance. It's not about gaining access to a prestigious club, learning a set of secret rules or becoming part of an 
elite group. 
For surely God isn't some kind of heavenly wizard, waving a wand across the universe as the mood takes him, but a humble, self-emptying creator whose 
love knows no bounds. 
When our time comes to meet our Maker, I somehow doubt we'll have to sit an audition before the tall, heavy doors creak open. More a case, I suspect, of 
allowing ourselves to become overwhelmed by the goodness of God who will see us as we are. That day we won't need to play the role of the great 
illusionist, keeping our darkest secrets behind our back, but we'll have the confidence to discard our masks, knowing that what lies behind will be embraced 
by God and transfigured. 

And so today we pray for those who find their real selves hard to love and ask God to transform our darkness into the light of eternity. Amen 
 
And as usual – I ask the reader: 

“It ‘pleases the ears’ – so what is wrong with that?” 
Well that is about all you can say about this transcription because there is not much else to endorse it – and certainly it is not what 
The Bible teaches us! 
But sadly, this is a very typical example of the spiel promulgated by worldly Christian Leaders who have not much clue of what 
they should be speaking because quite simply what I assert is demonstrable by the evidence given within their sermons!  I do not 
know the background of Mike, and do not level this charge against him, but rather he has been misled by the errant Christian 
doctrine evolving to its present low point over the last few decades. 
And it is this that I need to unravel by using The Bible and quotes within context. 
 
Firstly, I must follow my normal technique being to analyse the transcript against what The Bible specifically teaches us. 
 

Tuesday, 24 June 2008 
Mike Ford 
My brother's just gained access to one of the world's most exclusive societies where, they say, ten thousand secrets are lodged. He's been performing since 
he was a child and never thought he'd make the grade. But now, after a gruelling audition process, he's been admitted to the Magic Circle. There are only 
1500 members in the world. As you walk past the firmly sealed doors of the society's headquarters near Euston station, you can't help wondering what goes 
on inside. But now my brother knows. Not that he'd dare betray any magic codes, of course. 

I am sure that Mike’s brother is thoroughly pleased with his efforts and his determination is to be commended (from a worldly 
point of view).  But perhaps I might suggest that this effort was misplaced from a Biblical point of view as would be many 
professions herald by the world as being worthy, but they ultimately fall foul of Biblical principles. 

What do I mean? 
The whole tenure of The Bible is to reform mans’ personal synapse construction so that we put our neighbours’ needs before 
our own – this should be mutual to create a righteous/equitable society. Jesus set the ultimate example of this during his 
ministry period and he taught by words and works of Yahweh’s Acceptable Year (see Glossary what this really means).  
To ultimately aim for this righteous/equitable society then a synapse construction nurtured by The Magic Circle is not desired, 
namely ‘having something over your neighbour’, make yourself appear superior over another, have secrets, art, technique over 
and above your neighbour – where we are told in The Millennium ‘all shall be broadcast from the roof-tops’, humility is The 
Model to be assumed by all humans. This is what The Bible means when The World shall be Restored, where righteousness 
shall be taught and the resurrected society cajoled to imitate Jesus’ lifestyle. 
I raise this issue because worldly Christian Leaders preach that it is quite acceptable to mix with ‘social magic’ but state 
Voodoo is a practice too far!  However in stating this – where do they draw the line between the two extremes? 
Thus in doing so they have lost The Principals that The Bible is teaching The World of humans and thus blurring the distinction 
which has the consequence of creating that “thin end of the wedge” which varies for different people – only because they have 
not focused on The Underlining Principals of basic deception, superiority, cliques, secrets, rites, elitism, mystique, etc. –  All 
attributes that are an anathema to Yahweh. It creates the wrong synapse construction being the incorrect ultimate personality to 
survive The Millennium. 
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I get the impression that many people who struggle today with issues of faith and belief  

People struggle - purely because they do not know what “faith” and “belief” really mean!  Please see Glossary on what these 
terms actually mean – because what they really mean are far removed from what worldly Christian Leaders speak about to their 
congregations. They just have what atheists correctly state as being “blind faith” – being ‘a knowledge base’ built upon sand. 
 

look at religion or the church in much the same way as an audience observes the art of the magician...  
Mike is so correct in what he states – for precisely what I stated earlier being that the vast majority of humans having a 
knowledge base built upon sand – which sadly ‘the architects’ for this are worldly Christian Leaders who were more interested 
in the vista rather than the bedrock below! 
It is for this primary reason why I have written this website www.FutureLife.Org to give accurate Bible teaching to those 
humans who spiritually are like the beggar Lazarus presently desperately after ‘scraps of food at the rich man’s gate’, but the 
rich man representing worldly Christian leaders was/are sumptuously living out of ‘The Knowledge Base’ but are denying 
Yahweh’s Knowledge to those outside! 
 

as outsiders, viewing what they see with a mixture of admiration and suspicion. 
I am not quite certain upon what tack Mike is taking here. 

Is he speaking of the content of the religion, how it is presented or how the leaders portray themselves? 
Let us see where he is going! 
 

And yet to live a spiritual life doesn't depend on any sleight of hand or slick performance. 
Mike is perfectly correct here, but is he going to tack into the correct direction? 
Is it towards what Yahweh Desires as given in The Bible – or is it towards a worldly understanding desired by Satan? 
 

It's not about gaining access to a prestigious club, learning a set of secret rules or becoming part of an elite group. 
I think we are steering into the wrong direction! 
Mike is showing his confusion – being that his knowledge base was and is built upon sand! 
The Bible speaks in so very many places that there is The Most Prestigious Club on offer being one of ‘Sonship to Yahweh’. 
This is The Most Elite Grouping that any human during The Gospel Age could aspire towards. 
In fact this is The Target being The Most Desired Goal that Yahweh yearns for humans (being any human) to aim towards. 
This is ‘The Prize grasped for’, given to the winner of The Race being what Paul knew he had achieved at 2Tim.4v7-8 to 
become king/Priest of The Millennium upon his resurrection – to become part of The Bride, part of The New Temple within 
The New Jerusalem coming to Earth at the beginning of The Millennium (please see Glossary to understand what all these 
terms mean - for they are all quotes from The Bible). These terms are never taught to Christian Congregations – please read 
“Yahweh’s Desire” and “Satan’s Desire” in The Glossary to understand why these terms are never taught. 
However “The Rules” are not secret but are readily given in The Bible, and are just so simple. 
In fact they are open to any human on this planet irrespective of what their past life might have been. 

Quite simply “we are to precisely imitate Jesus’ lifestyle”. 
It is just that – being just those seven words within the above quotations. 
We humans must throw away all the worldly religious customs that Jesus called ‘tithing the mint and the rue also every plant 
but leaving aside what we should do by judgment and (Principled) love’ Luke.11v42 (so that we might concentrate on ‘life and 
death matters’) being that we should imitate Jesus in our life (being now a 2 part life – as carefully explained on this website) 
for our ultimate salvation. 
Please read “works”, “Religion”, etc in Glossary to understand what we should be doing to fulfill Yahweh’s Desire. 
However this is an exclusive club because very few people will achieve it. We know that Paul reached it because he instructed 
The Brethren to copy him as he copied Jesus. A person similar to Paul, who copied the precepts of Jesus to bring knowledge to 
The World about Yahweh’s Acceptable year to The Masses and martyred for it by the religious authorities at the time was 
William Tyndale some 500 years ago – I too believe he shall be resurrected to become part of this elite grouping. 
However the vast majority of humans will not achieve the standard required to enter this elite grouping even though the number 
is much larger than The Magic Circle because the vast majority of humans have followed worldly principals and not Godly 
Principals.  This specific number that shall enter this elite grouping The Bible mentions three times (and thus is not an allegory, 
irrespective of what worldly Christian Leaders might state - being an almost innumerate number of possibilities which I will not 
discuss here) is 144000 specific humans taken out of The Gospel Age that Yahweh considers as having imitated Jesus to the 
very best that they were able under the prevailing conditions and circumstances around them. Being that they ‘sacrificed their 
life’ (by loosing it from the self-indulgencies that this world is able to give) and focused on the vista of The Inheritance that 
Jesus aimed for – being that they were to give accurate knowledge to all The World about Yahweh’s Acceptable Year. That is 
why they are able to inherit The Millennium because they were/are focused on bringing it to the attention of The World who at 
present is blinded by ‘the god of this world’ Satan who most certainly does not want it taught – else it hastens his demise as I 
carefully explain elsewhere! 
Thus the reader is able to see that Mike is very wrong in what he states because humans need a goal in which to aim their lives - 
being this elite club which in actuality is one of ultimate humility rather than that demonstrably expressed by those of The 
Magic Circle. 
 

For surely God isn't some kind of heavenly wizard, 
Actually from a human point of view Yahweh God is a ‘Wizard of the heavens’ (plural - see Glossary why it is so) inasmuch 
He knows all The Laws of The Universe because He created them (of which we know a tiny fraction) so when Yahweh chooses 
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to act then seemingly impossible things occur because we cannot explain them with our very limited understanding. Thus from 
our viewpoint then it does look like ‘a wizard at work’. But the only difference is that Yahweh does not desire to deceive as 
would a worldly ‘wizard’, but rather Yahweh gives copious warning and encouragement so that He does not need to use His 
stupendous power against us – but rather for us (in assisting apostles = 144000 with His holy spirit to fulfil His Desire which is 
purely to preach to The World about “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”). 
Thus Mike is very misleading and confused in what he states. 
 

 waving a wand across the universe as the mood takes him, 
No magic wand need be used – but ‘merely’ Yahweh’s holy spirit (being His Desire expressed in action) using all the necessary 
tools (Laws of Nature) at His disposal. “The mood” that Yahweh operates within is one of utter perfection that The Universe 
might be full of Entities who are subject to His Desire that sin shall be outlawed so that all Entities of The Universe operate to 
their fellow neighbours’ best interests and being mutual The Universe shall abound with righteousness/equality. 
However we are a pariah planet and thus in quarantine which is precisely why SETI (Search for Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence) 
is doomed to failure because all extraterrestrial entities are righteous and thus obeying Yahweh’s Command to leave us alone. 
Only Satan and his demons (fallen angels) have interaction and dominion here because they are constrained to operate only on 
this planet while it becomes ‘disinfected’ through Yahweh’s Master Plan that The Bible fully describes, that this website 
www.FutureLife.Org fully describes - but worldly religious leaders completely avoid – because they are following Satan’s 
Desire – else they would naturally broadcast it just as Jesus did and further - instructed his disciples to do the same. 

I ask the reader: “When have they last heard of this taught in their Leaders’ sermons?” – That surely is The Evidence – 
being the very lack of it! 

 
but a humble, self-emptying creator whose love knows no bounds. 

Mike is repeating the worldly Christian creed being ‘deceptive knowledge’ only based upon sand that leads to all the 
inconsistencies within worldly Christian doctrine that worldly Christian leaders are only to proud to claim is a mystery to 
them!!! 

What a very sad joke!  Speak of “the blind leading the blind”! 
The Bible states to us that They (being Yahweh/Jehovah and Jesus) are very much Two Separate Reasoning Entities.  
The Bible also states (please read elsewhere on this website) that it was Yahweh who Created all The Laws of The Universe 
(being The Universe itself), but it was Jesus (as JCg see Glossary) who created all forms of Life specifically on this planet 
called Earth over the eons of geological time using Yahweh’s holy spirit (= fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire) being the knowledge 
and expertise ‘at hand’.  
Yahweh is not humble – but rather “The Almighty One” being The Omnificent Being/Entity that He was, is and will always be. 
For we are told in The Bible that He is: “I (make) become who/what I choose to become”. That is not a statement of humility, 
but rather the very opposite. Yahweh is ‘All-Mighty’ – ALL other entities are subservient to Yahweh! 
Sadly the Trinity myth has utterly devalued Yahweh’s position in The Universe (as Mike has just told us) and sowed complete 
confusion in worldly Christian understanding - naturally to the desire of Satan! 
However Jesus on the other hand – being what The Bible calls “the specific god” of us – being our Creator who as The Bible 
teaches us “Loved The World that as the begotten Son of God (Yahweh) he (Jesus) offered his life so that we might be saved” 
(from The Curse of Satan = The 1st Death). Thus it was Jesus who loved his personal Creation so much that he very much 
humbled himself to offer salvation to those humans who ultimately desire to imitate his standards as laid down during his 
ministry some 2000 years ago. This means Jesus forsook his very safe position (operating within a heavenly/celestial/spiritual 
body – not one operating on DNA principals) as being “the specific god” of us in the heavens (plural and not singular – please 
see “Heaven” in Glossary) where he could not become annihilated under his Father’s Edict on Sin:- 

“In the day you sin you shall (begin to) die (everlastingly)” which covers the whole Universe. 
But rather, Jesus volunteered his personality/spirit (see Glossary) to become infused in a fleshly DNA body of his own creation 
through the power (holy spirit) of his Father being ‘Yahweh’s holy spirit enacted’ so that on ‘a like-for-like’ ‘The Same’ being 
our personality/spirit might become righteously/equitably saved for each human individual (us), which is our ‘operating 
platform’ (being the synapse construction mapping) to be retained as “heavenly treasure” (see Glossary) so that we might have 
the opportunity of our ‘synapse construction mapping’ being placed within a perfected DNA body at our resurrection into The 
Millennium that The Bible calls awakening/rousing into The 2nd Part of our life. 
Clearly Jesus as “the specific god” of us, had then completely humbled himself within a fleshly DNA body (that he had 
designed and created being the ultimate of his creational skills) to surpass The Law of Moses by following the two laws that he 
gave to us being found at Mark.12v30-31 so that he might save the ‘operating platform’ = the ‘personality’ = the ‘spirit’ = the 
‘synapse construction’ of each individual to get us into The Millennium so that we might have an opportunity to get to like 
living under Jesus’ management style of righteousness, rather than that of what has become the 1st part of our life under Satan’s 
inept management style of selfishness and all the horrors that unleashes within and without society. 
This is never taught by those who claim to represent Yahweh and who also claim to know! 
But demonstrably they do not represent Yahweh, nor actually know ‘The Truth’ being what they claim to know! 

How can I say this with certainty? 
Because I ask the question – “When was this knowledge last taught to the reader at their sermons?” 

But all this is precisely what Jesus taught about himself during his ministry and why The Pharisees hated him!  
So much so, that the Greek word used is annihilation/lost/perished against Jesus to mean “The 2nd Death”, rather than the 
normal word to mean death/slay/kill that The Bible means ‘The 1st Death’ that Jesus made become “asleep” through his 
Ransom Sacrifice of The Undeserved Gift – of which no human can pay sufficiently for this gift and thus it is freely given!  
The reason why The Pharisees hated Jesus is because this new message usurped their position and status in The World. 
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This new message is The Message of Yahweh’s Acceptable Year – that has been lost for the last 1800 years! 
 

When our time comes to meet our Maker, 
Actually if Mike knew his Bible well enough then he would understand that we could have Jesus’ “presence” within us now 
during the 1st part of our life if we truly ‘opened the door to him’ (Rev.3v20) by imitating him. Because Jesus was our maker 
through using Yahweh’s holy spirit and will use it again to further Yahweh’s Desire (See Glossary). However it is only the 
144000 who fully have Jesus’ presence operating within them - though many people might have the “one talent” and do nothing 
with it. 
 

 I somehow doubt we'll have to sit an audition  
What Mike does not understand that all Christians are in that position right now during the 1st part of their life!  They are 
actually taking part in The Special/Greater Judgment during the 1st part of their life where Yahweh is viewing through the 
glassy sea (Rev.4v6 and see Glossary on these terms) and our lives are being presently audited. 
Those humans who have not entered into a personal covenant with Yahweh through baptism are not part of The Special/Greater 
Judgment and thus will only face the ‘normal judgment’ of The Millennium upon their resurrection and of the 2nd part of their 
life during The Millennium. These humans are atheists, or members of other worldly religions. And the final grouping being 
apathetic, ‘back-peddling’ Christians who did not meet the required grade of sonship to Yahweh during the 1st part of their life 
during The Special/Greater Judgment – many of whom shall bewail: “Did we not do these things in your name”, but are 
rejected by Yahweh to become “the Mate” = “The Bride of Christ” to be part of That Special Marriage that Paul teaches us – 
but again never taught in worldly sermons by those leaders who claim to represent Yahweh. 
 

before the tall, heavy doors creak open.  
Just useless symbolism. 
 

More a case, I suspect, of allowing ourselves to become overwhelmed by the goodness of God who will see us as we are.  
Mike who like all worldly Christian Leaders have completely “Lost The Plot”! 
While The World is in its present sinful state then Yahweh only chooses The Righteous Ones being ‘the two flocks’ that Jesus 
speaks about (John.10v16), but for virtually all other humans it is Jesus as “the specific god” of us (as our personal creator) who 
chooses to cover The Shame/Sin of The World from Yahweh’s gaze – while Jesus makes the resurrected ones ultimately 
desiring to imitate Jesus become righteous during The Millennium – and thus acceptable to Yahweh’s Granary within The 
Universe in The Culmination. 
Please read this website www.FutureLife.Org to understand precisely what “The Future-Life” holds for all of us. 
 

That day we won't need to play the role of the great illusionist, 
I do not know what Mike means here. If he is inferring we are behaving as an illusionist to Jesus (as “the specific god” of us) or 
Yahweh (as The Absolute God of The Universe) then Mike is clearly wrong – for Both are able to know precisely how we think 
because they have direct access to our synapse mapping that is retained as “Heavenly Treasure”. This “Heavenly Treasure” will 
be used for our resurrection into a perfected body either as a son of God (Yahweh – being resurrected into 
heavenly/celestial/spiritual body frame) or for the vast majority of us, very similar to how we are now – but as Adam and Eve 
were in a perfected fleshly DNA body (with zero ailments for an eternity) capable of living forever provided that we choose to 
imitate Jesus, where if we do reform our personality to imitate Jesus, then we become as The Bible tells us: 

‘We become the children of The Special Marriage between Jesus and his Bride of The 144000 sons of God.’ 
If Mike is speaking about human to human social intercourse then he is correct – because we must reform our personality so 
that we become open – but it is to be mutual between all in The Restoration of The World within The Millennium. 
 

 keeping our darkest secrets behind our back,  
These darkest secrets (of the 1st part of our life) will be very much brought out into the open – shouted across the rooftops in 
The Millennium (Mark.4v22, Matt.10v26 and Luke.12v2-3) after our resurrection within The Restoration during Yahweh’s 
Acceptable Year. 
 

but we'll have the confidence to discard our masks,  
Yes and no! 
We shall be discarding our masks only because it will be forced upon us when Yahweh replays His HD DVD equivalents of the 
1st part of our life where we shall be cajoled to make reparations with those whom we hurt during the 1st part of our life in The 
Great Restoration of The Millennium. 
But also having “the Confidence” only because we shall see that it is occurring to all resurrected humans! 
 

knowing that what lies behind will be embraced by God and transfigured. 
An utterly unrighteous statement showing the complete confusion of what worldly Christian Leaders preach – being totally 
alien to Yahweh’s Righteousness! 
This clearly shows that Mike has not the faintest idea of what is to occur – but it is a lovely sound-bite ‘to please the ears’ – 
make him sound such a nice person to his audience! 
But what of those people who Mike might state “do not ‘believe’ in Jesus” – or has Mike ignored them in this future scenario? 
Are they going to ‘the burning flames of hell’ – ‘to be tortured for an eternity’ – this does not sound a very nice for those 
humans that he has conveniently excluded! 
He does not know what “God” he is speaking about within this piece. 
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He has excluded great swathes of humans from his future prosaic picture! 
Transfigured?  What does he mean?  He has not the faintest idea and is just left ‘hanging in the air’! 
But The Bible is most clear of what the future holds – but no one teaches it - but just a garbled and most inaccurate message! 
Please read this website www.FutureLife.Org to find out precisely what is to occur to THREE groups of humans! 
Being (because it is never taught): 

1. A very few (144000) being those who precisely imitate Jesus – Resurrected as Sons of God on par with Jesus as he is 
now (JCg) ready for their greater role as kings/Priests (rulers over 5 or 10 cities – Luke.19v17-19) to teach/cajole The 
World Righteousness during The Millennium being the reparation work between all resurrected humans (of group 2 
below). 

2. The absolute vast majority of humans (worldly Christians, atheists, those of all other worldly religions) shall be 
resurrected similarly as Adam and Eve were in perfected fleshly DNA bodies that shall be capable of living forever 
provided they do not succumb to premeditated sin – for which there is The 2nd Death of utter Annihilation (not 
everlasting torture – being most unrighteous – from a Righteous God). 

3. A number (how many?  I just do not know) of iniquitous worldly Christian Leaders who have imitated Judas Iscariot 
by turning their back on The Word of God, by making it look foolish in the eyes of The World, and perhaps shall 
never become resurrected again (for Jesus only died the once – and that Ransom Sacrifice was handed over at a 
Christian’s baptism). 

I fully discuss all these groupings and logically explain using The Bible how I arrive at these groupings elsewhere on this 
website www.FutureLife.Org . 
This is not the message that worldly Christian leaders teach, for they care not to understand Yahweh’s Plan of Righteousness! 
They much rather teach something illogical, most unrighteous and of utter confusion to suit the aims of Satan being to impede 
or stop humans from aiming to become Sons of God to make up that number of 144000 to imitate Jesus – else that initiates his 
demise! 
Thus sadly, Worldly Christian Leaders are operating as pawns without realising it, and therefore become complicit to be 
operating within Satan’s Desire – naturally because as The Bible tells us in so many places that Satan is the present custodian 
god of this world! 
However we are told by worldly Christian leaders that they pray to the god of this world! –  So what does that tell us? 
Again precisely what The Bible tells us in so many documented places (see elsewhere on this website – too many to list here) 
that Yahweh ignores their prayers – being that ‘He closes his ear to them’, ‘He turns His back on them’, ‘He is not with them’, 
are some of just so many quotations from The Bible – both Old and New Testaments! 
Which then conveniently leads us into the last line:- 
 

And so today we pray for those who find their real selves hard to love and ask God to transform our darkness into the light of eternity. Amen 
What does this really mean? 
I kindly ‘insist’/cajole that the reader might read my essay on “Why do we pray” to understand this is precisely not the type of 
prayer that Yahweh desires to hear! 
We have Jesus’ model prayer which has none of these sentiments within it – thus we can assume this is a worldly prayer. 

Why is it a worldly prayer – being of a type that Yahweh detests? 
We need to understand what Yahweh’s Desire is of The World today and how we are to get there to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire – just 
as Jesus and The Apostles where able to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire (please see Glossary and other essays such as “The Goal” and 
many others on this website). 
This prayer does not tick any of those boxes!  Basically it is ‘A Prayer of Apathy’ – hence the second part of my title! 
Satan wants all this knowledge hidden so that Yahweh’s Desire is not fulfilled – so that this “Prayer of Apathy” becomes 
pandemic within worldly Christian groupings – and sadly it is! 
I do not personally condemn Mike – he is only cranking the same handle that all worldly Christian Leaders put onto the machine 
of their misinformation! 
I could thoroughly explain it here but would require several pages to untangle the web of deception that is used – thus I ask the 
reader to read elsewhere on this website to give clarity to this most important subject matter. 
 
 
 
 
So in conclusion – as usual with worldly prayers, this piece was not that good after all in actually delivering what The Bible 
teaches us but rather a message of confusion that sadly perpetuates Satan’s hold on this planet! 
 
 
Again as usual I will never criticise without putting forth a message that should have been spoken in The Name of Yahweh 
through The Name of Christ Jesus. 
 
 
So this is what Mike should have said if he was representing the Appropriate Entities of The Universe regarding his collective 
topic for “Prayer for Today”. 
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We know that to form a club, grouping, institution or profession then “conditions of acceptance” is placed upon its members to 
form a cohesive unity – else the grouping dissolves. The Bible teaches us that a divided house meaning family or grouping fails. 
But a united house or grouping withstands the rigors thrust upon it from outside. Jesus’ example was in response to an accusation 
made by the religious authorities at that time being: “Jesus was working with Satan”. Jesus thus showed that Satan is wise enough 
to ensure that subordination must not occur ‘within the ranks’ and thus we should carefully reason from this example that things 
of this world may be working to fulfil Satan’s desire which are in actuality carefully ordered and structured.  
Also we know that Yahweh is The God of Perfect Knowledge and we are told in two places in The Bible that Yahweh is 
unchanging, thus we can assume that He also desires order and structure within His own regime. 

However – why then do we see ‘controlled chaos’ abound within The World today – when both Entities at opposite 
extremes of the spectrum desire order? 

Firstly this question is never asked in religious circles and even if half of it is, then it is never answered correctly! 
Clearly Yahweh desires the best for society which in turn benefits the individual, and likewise the best for the individual also 
benefits society that I carefully explain within my website FutureLife.Org.  However this logic is turned topsy by The World with 
legislation enforcing human rights over that of society’s rights and thus destroys society with ridiculous laws – being “the shutting 
of the gate after the horse has bolted”!  But that is because we humans are far removed from Yahweh’s Desire of us. 
Which is a convenient point to analyse why we behave in ‘controlled chaos’ when Both Entities supposedly desire order.  
The answer comes from analysing how we arrived at the present situation. 
Our ancestors made this decision for us, and it was Jesus’ Ransom Sacrifice that has actually enabled us to claw back that 
Decision to thus now become a personal decision when we have the facts presented to us so that we might “believe” which in 
actuality means ‘hold onto’/committed and thus means imitate what is ‘held to be true’, being that to “believe in Jesus”. This 
commonly stated phrase means very much more than what we are taught by worldly Christian Leaders – being that ‘we precisely 
imitate Jesus’. 
The vast majority of humans do not do this – which is why we are resurrected into The Millennium – to give us this last 
opportunity to imitate Jesus within a perfected society and thus edify ourselves - also society as a whole to thus all to become 
acceptable to Yahweh. 

The righteousness of this, being Yahweh’s Plan which is never taught by worldly Christian leaders because they just do 
not understand it – for it is lost to them in what they are only too proud to claim is “a mystery” to them! 

Satan wanted ‘order under his regime’ where all acknowledgment was directed to him rather than Yahweh from ‘a creation’ that 
could recognise extraterrestrial entities – only The Human Creation could give this to Satan. 
However to achieve this, Satan became selfish and thus self-indulgent, so then misdirected all acknowledgement to himself in The 
Garden of Eden – the consequence of this action was that humans effectively made Satan their god. 
Satan effectively became ‘the god’ of selfishness and self indulgency which we now acknowledge to him through this form of 
worship in our daily actions.  
However the ‘spin-off’ from this form of worship is the ‘controlled chaos’ that we now witness within our lives throughout the 
last 6000 years which The Bible terms as 6 days (to fill the earth) before The Millennium of 1000 years being the 7th Day of 
“Perfection/Completion” (Hebrew for “7”) under Christ Jesus’ rule where as The Bible tells us “I (Jesus) am The Lord of The 
Sabbath” (where Satan has been disposed).  
Sadly this methodology of worship is practiced by all humans (to varying degrees) for “we have all sinned and come short of The 
Law”, must be exercised to show that this form of worship only leads to death of the individual and ultimately of society (being 
the human) within a very short while from the time of writing – where selfishness abounds, practiced by all humans throughout 
society upon each other to deliver the pain and suffering on those people less fortunate. Then as The Bible tells us Yahweh shall 
‘step in’ through Jesus to bring an end to this ‘controlled chaos’. This will herald in The Millennium to commence a resurrection 
program for virtually all humans so that they might learn righteousness to escape The 2nd Death – because Jesus’ Ransom 
Sacrifice has covered The 1st Death to make it merely “asleep”.  Thus we all now have a 2 part life within what is still a single life 
– punctuated by what is now termed by The Bible as being “asleep”. 
Almighty God Yahweh I praise You for Your utter Omnificence throughout The Universe, for supporting Christ Jesus’ concern 
regarding us humans as individuals within his creation of The World to extract us from “The Curse of Satan”, for providing and 
executing The Most Logical Plan that no entity including Satan can state is anything other than completely Righteous. In this 
regard all I can do is try my very best in imitating Jesus, display the fruits of the spirit and to spread this knowledge to The World 
so that You, Yahweh, might bring in The Millennium through the rightful King – Christ Jesus.  Amen. 
 
 
Well that is my piece. It is rather longer than Mike’s, and I wanted to cover more but so much unrighteous/inequitable worldly 
Christian Doctrine had to be untangled within this piece. Also the reader might note that my prayer in italics is in accord to The 
Lord’s Prayer and is not a “prayer of apathy”! 
 
I leave these two questions with the reader: 

1. Which piece gave the most knowledge about Yahweh’s Plan? 
2. Which piece would Yahweh look most favourably upon? 

 
 
 
 
 


